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Semantic networks constitute one of the many attempts to capture human knowledge
in an abstraction suitable for processing by computer program. While semantic nets
enjoy widespread popularity, they seem never to live up to their authors' expectations
of expressive power and ease of construction. This paper examines the fundamentals
of network notation, in order to understand why the "formalism" has not been the
panacea it was once hoped to be. We focus here on "concepts"-what net-authors
think they are, and how network nodes might represent them. The simplistic view of
concept nodes as representing extensional sets is examined, and found wanting in
several respects.
In an effort to solve the foundational problems exposed, we emphasize the importance of considering an "epistemological foundation" on which to consistently build
representations for complex concepts. A level of representation above that of completely uniform nodes and links, but below the level of conceptual knowledge itself,
seems to be the key to using previously learned concepts to interpret and structure
new ones. A particular foundation is proposed here, based on the notion of a set of
functional roles bound together by a structuring interrelationship. Procedures for
using this foundation toautomaticaIIy build instances and conceptual modifications are
presented. In addition, the intensional nature of such a representation and its implications are discussed.

1.

Introduction

Semantic networks were first introduced by Ross Quillian (1968) as a general associative
mechanism for encoding the "meanings" of words. Quillian's idea was to develop a
formal encoding scheme rich enough to reflect the structure of human "semantic
memory", yet uniform enough to be manageable by general procedures. In his scheme,
word meanings and factual assertions were to be represented by nodes ("units") and
tied by links to associated information ("superset", "properties"). This simple representational format would presumably allow the encoding of large bodies of factual information, and would facilitate the interpretation of new material in terms oflarge quantities
of previously stored information ("assimilation"). In this way, it might be used to help
simulate the reading and understanding of text.
The appeal of a mechanism that might "allow representation of anything that can be
stated in natural language" (Quillian, 1969, p. 460) is obvious. Because of its versatility
tThis paper is a substantially revised and extended version of one presented at the Sixth International
Conference on Computational Linguistics, Ottawa, Ontario, 28 June 1976.
tPresent mailing address: BoIt Beranek & Newman Inc., 50 Moulton Street, Cambridge, MA, 02138,
U.S.A.
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and seemingly limitless expressive power, Quillian's simple network scheme was adopted
as a formalism in many attempts to represent semantic information, particularly when
the representation was to be implemented in a computer. Unfortunately, despite years
of experimentation, the manifold offspring of Quillian's Semantic Memory have failed
to exhibit the expressive power and understanding capacity that he envisioned. No
uniform notation has evolved, no algorithmic procedures for encoding information
have been established, and no general assimilation mechanisms exist. Each implementation of a semantic net has adapted the basic node-plus-link idell. to its own immediate
purpose, creating virtually as many stylized "formalisms" as implementations. Procedures to operate on the structure-which are really what make it meaningful;-have
generally been idiosyncratic. In sum, what appears to be a tremendous expressive potential has never been realized-implemented networks more often reflect simple concept
hierarchies than the highly-intertwined knowledge one would expect of human memory.
To understand why the apparent potential of the semantic network has yet to be
realized, we must carefully analyze its foundations. On the surface, nodes and links are
easy enough to understand-nodes stand for things, and links connect asso.ciated things
together. But the inconsistencies and confusions that have arisen in attempts to represent
sophisticated natural language information indicate that we must be much more precise
about what it is that a node or a link is supposed' to represent, and understand exactly
how that representation is to be carried out. In various guises, nodes have purported
to stand for facts, events, particular things, sets, and most commonly, "concepts";
unfortunately, it is never very clear what the term "concept" means, nor how to make
a node represent one.
In this paper I will attempt to elucidate some of the structural foundations of semantic
nets by making explicit several key assumptions that network designers implicitly make
about their networks. In particular, I will concentrate on what "concept" is generally
taken to mean, and how a node and a set oflinks might represent ont;. From the meaning
of "concept", I will derive a partial epistemological foundation-a set of primitive link
types-which reflects the most basic operations of concept-building, and from which
concept nodes might be built in a consistent way. The hope is that an approach to
representations of knowledge that makes explicit each of the underlying mechanisms
will produce a formalism that has a built-in assimilation capacity; if all of the operations
needed to build a concept are reflected in well-understood link types, then it is always
clear how to form a new concept from existing ones. The work presented here is really
only a philosophical preliminary to the implementation of a large knowledge base in a
system for assimilating and conversing about new information [see Brachman (in
progress) for details].
This paper will be limited to the philosophical foundations of semantic nets, and as
such, follows closely in spirit Woods' discussion of "what's in a link" (1975), in which
he raises several critical issues previously unarticulated by network designers. Here we
further investigate some of the particular points made in that paper, put forth some
additional ones about the structure of concepts, and present some potential solutions
to problems raised in both papers. It should be noted that many of the foundational
questions that Woods addresses are nicely treated by Schubert and Cercone in a series
of papers based on a state-oriented view of semantic nets (Cercone, 1975; Cercone &
Schubert, 1975; Schubert, 1976). Their thoughts on the nature of semantic "cases"
and the necessity of a semantically "deeper" level of representation are very close to
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those to be presented here. However, as do other treatments of the formalism, theirs
neglects to really pin down what the "concepts" are that their structure tries to represent.
Herewe will try to capture that notion more precisely.

2.

Some

fun~amental confusions

2.1. WHAT ARE NODES FOR?

The basic idea behind the semantic network is a simple one. Information is stored at
nodest, and "associations" are represented by links between nodes. The nodes are
usually labelled to indicate to the network designer their meanings; links also bear labels
to suggest the conceptual relationships that they represent. Given this simple paradigm,
it appears that one could tailor the relations in his net to make the nodes stand for
virtually anything he wanted.
What, then, !l.fe the nodes normally expected to represent? Typically, semantic network
nodes are places at which knowledge is stored about particular things in the world:
there are usually nodes for objects ("John", "Telephone Tl", "Message 16"), nodes for
factual assertions ("John's height is greater than Mary's", "Brazil is a country", "the
default message is the current one"), and nodes for events ("John hit Mary", "Message
<[BBN-TENEXA]22-Jun-76 14:02:48.HERMES> sent at time T"). In addition,
nodes are often used to represent groupings of these particular things, i.e. classes of
individuals.
Classes in tum can have subclasses. This results in a tree-like structure with subclasses
and individual class members hung from general class nodes. The advantage of such a
hierarchical structure is its ability to represent assertions about many entities at·one
time; by linking some information to a node representing an entire class, the net designer
can avoid having to repeat an assertion for each member of the class. The relationship
between a member object and its corresponding class is usually indicated by a link
called "ISA" or "MEMBER/OF" or "INSTANCEjOF"t. The meanings of such links
may be obvious to human readers of the notation, but it is not so clear what their
implications are for network-processing programs.
2.2. IMPLICIT IMPORT OF CLASS MEMBERSHIP-"CONCEPTS"

Upon closer investigation, it appears that the membership link has been tacitly used to
express significantly more than class membership. Nodes for classes are almost universally
referred to as "concept nodes", the implication being that a node should somehow capture
what it means to be a member of the corresponding class. That is, the "generalized idea"
of an ARCH, or a WALKing action, or REDness is supposed to be described by one
of these nodes, and individual instances of each of these concepts are expected to assume
the characteristics known for members of the class in general.
This subtle shift from class to concept carries serious implications for the entire
tNote that the only information "stored at" a node is the set of links that impinges on it. We are
focusing here on how such a constellation of links can represent those things for which we expect
nodes to stand.
:\:The inverse ofINSTANCEjOF is usually "INSTANCE", and we will make use of both link types
in illustrating network structures. The term "instance" is a complex one, and a good deal of this paper
will be spent elucidating the intent of nodes that purport to represent instances of concepts. Here, we
will use "instance" to mean only a fully represented description of an individual member of a class (i.e.
instances are the "bottom" of the network). For details, see sections 3.3 and 4.7.
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network notation which heretofore have not been addressed. If all we really wished to
express in the net were set, subset, and membership relations, the obvious lattice representation would suffice. But since its designers expect much more to be representable in
a single network formalism, they will require a logically adequate and consistent way
to define "what it means to be something" in terms of a group of links that are attached
to a node. Unfortunately, none exists, mainly because while it is well understood what a
"class" is, it is never clear what a "concept" is. Recall that Quillian expected to be able
to represent uniformly anything that could be expressed in natural language. This has
led to the assumption that virtually anything can be defined in terms of nodes and
links; there consequently have existed networks that have purported to represent "facts",
"meanings ofsentences", "propositions", "actions", "events", "properties", "assertions",
"predicates", "objects", "classes", "sets", and "relations", among other things. "Concept" has thus appeared at various times to mean some indefinite kind of generalization
of each of these different kinds of things.
Authors have invariably relied on readers' intuitions about what concepts are, without
discussing their implemented structure in any detail. At best, we can infer. from the
way concepts seem to be implemented in existing nets that, regardless of what they are,
network designers believe that they can be defined as groups of features or properties,
or occasionally as predicatest. In addition, while we can often get a fair idea of what a
verbal concept is, it is never clear what to make of nodes for nominal concepts (for
example, the structure of nodes like JOHN, RED, etc.).:/:.
2.3. THE TROUBLE WITH PROPERTIES

Let us look at "concept nodes" in more detail. Intuitively, a concept node is supposed
to express somehow the general nature of a class of individuals. By expressing all and
only the qualities that it takes to be counted as a member of the class, the node is describing all ofthe potential instances of the concept. For example, a node for the general notion
of a PRINTINGjCOMMAND§ would describe the common parts and features of all
particular printing commands, both extant and potential, and how those were put
together to make a COMMAND (rather than merely a group of features). The~e might
include the relation of a printing command to the notion of COMMAND in general,
the specialized syntax of printing commands, the nature of the objects that they can
print, their effect as outputting some text on some printing device, etc. Any command
that were to exhibit these features could be characterized as a printing command.
This kind of description of potential class members is essentially the abstraction of
the commonalities from a group of particular individuals. Such criterial features are
usually expressed in network notation by "attribute links" attached to nodes for concepts.
Since properties of individuals are expressed by attribute links emanating from the nodes
tSchubert (1976) has developed a uniform notation for expressing concepts as predicates, and their
instantiations as propositions.
~The notable exception is Winston's (1975) structural paradigm, although he doesn't appear to use a
uniform structuring mechanism for his nodes, and the structure confuses nodes of different varieties
(see below).
§Many of the examples in this paper will be drawn from work the author is doing on a program called
"Hermes", which is being used on the ARPANET for processing electronic mail. Knowledge of the
system is not important to the understanding ofthis paper. One may view Hermes as a message-processing
system or an editing system-the simple concept of a COMMAND from either should suffice. [Details on
the concept structure of the system are forthcoming (Brachman, in progress).]
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for the individuals, a like expression for concepts is a natural generalization. Unfortunately, while using the same mechanism to represent the general qualities of members of
a class seems intuitively reasonable, there are subtle problems with the expression of
these general qualities ~n standard semantic network notation. In addition, the fact that
the parts fit together in a structured way has been completely ignored.
First, the attachment of a property to a concept node is usually expressed in the same
manner as the indication of the class membership relation. A named link is used to
represent the particular attributive relationship that holds between the concept and some
value (the link plus the value is often referred to as an "attribute/value" pairing). Such
a link names a relationship which can itself be talked about, and is thus a "concept"
in its own rightt. This, however, is not the case with the INSTANCE link, which is
always found to be primitive in networks (i.e. not itself represented as a network entity),
and which does not express the same kind of "attribute/value" pairing as, for instance,
<TELEPHONE COLOR BLACK> doest.
Second, while a link like INSTANCE indicates something about the concept (or
class) to which it is attached, <TELEPHONE COLOR BLACK> never means that
the concept of a telephone is black. Property-asserting links at concept nodes indicate
something about the members of the class, rather than the class itself.
Further, in describing potential class members, attribute links may indicate a particular
value that holds for every member of the class (e.g. <TELEPHONE COLOR BLACK>
would mean that every telephone has the particular color, black). But more often they
are intended to describe the value rather than give it (Camap, 1947, p. 71). There are
two problems here.
(1) The assertion that an attribute has some particular value in every instance looks
exactly like the assertion that a particular individual has that value (i.e.
<TELEPHONE COLOR BLACK> vs. <Tl COLOR BLACK»; the former
is asserting something implicitly about many individuals, while the latter is
asserting something explicitly about a particular one.
(2) When describing what the value of a particular attribute can look like in instances
ofa concept (e.g. <ARCH VERTICAL/CLEARANCE LENGTH/IN/FEET> §),
an attribute link and its value serve to delineate the class of values from which
a legal value can be taken. As Woods points out (1975, pp. 69-70), this class is
usually specified by a predicate; as such, the thing at the end of the attribute link
is fundamentally different than it is in the case of the assertion of a particular
property, like <ARCH VERTICAL/CLEARANCE 3/FEET>.
tThis connection is often acknowledged by authors, but usuklly superficially. It is most often unspecified how to make a concept node actually act as a relation between two other concept nodes-nets
are generally not implemented to facilitate such use of concepts [see Shapiro (1971a, b) and Schubert
(1976) for attempts at using concepts as relations]. As a result, the "definition" of the relation is usually
mnemonic rather than descriptive of how to use the relation under various processing conditions.
tThis "triple" notation is the standard way of linearly capturing a link between two nodes. When
expressing a property (attribute plus value) of some concept, it is to be read this way:
<concept node
attribute
value of attribute>.
Thus,
<TELEPHONE
COLOR
BLACK>
says that the "color" attribute of the thing stood for by the node TELEPHONE has the value "black".
§In examples throughout this paper, we will make use of Pat Winston's (1975) simple notion of an
ARCH-two rectangular bricks supporting a third brick. This simple "blocks world" concept will help
to illustrate some of the structural features of semantic network notation.
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2.4. MORE IMPLICIT IMPORT

Even if we believe that the above feature-description mechanisms are truly sufficient:
to express "concepthood", we are forced to acknowledge another critical assumption.
Since we intuitively feel that a concept captures what it means to be a particular kind
of thing, the link that connects a concept with an instance of that concept must pass on
that definition to the instance. That is, by virtue of being an instance of the concept
COMMAND, the PRINT/COMMAND must inherit a set of properties commonly
known to be attributable to commands. This "inheritance of attributes" is implicit in
semantic networks-it just happens, without the mechanism for its happening being
accounted for. Properties that are asserted at concept nodes to have particular values
have those values directly inherited by instances, descriptions of potential attribute
values are instantiated, and special links (like INSTANCE itself) are not passed on.
This compound meaning of the INSTANCE link, however, exists only by virtue of
the special characteristics of the routines written to process the structure, and is certainly
not apparent from the notation itself.
2.5. THE NEED FOR AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL FOUNDATION

Where does the prevailing view of "concept" leave us? First, it seems to adv6cate
defining a concept as an unstructured set of properties. It also leaves us with a very
confused idea of how the links at a concept node contribute to the meaning of the node:
we have a special link like INSTANCE, which takes its meaning from the way networkprocessing routines allow it to pass definitions; we have links intended to describe the
properties that potential instances of a concept might have; and we have links that
predicate particular attributes of particular entities. Yet each of these relationships is
expressed in a superficially identical manner.
The differences in import of these links indicate that the uniformity of semantic network notation can be misleading. While it initially appears that we can simply map
different kinds of relations directly onto links in the network, it turns out that very
special machinery is needed to allow a system to make the correct interpretations of the
links (i.e. the ones the designer intends). It becomes necessary to separate relations that
are really primitive from those that can be built from others-if we implicitly insist on
primitive operations like description of potential instances, predication, and inheritance
of attributes, then we must acknowledge that different kinds of links must be used to
implement these functions (genuinely primitive link types require hard-wired interpreting
routines, while others can be interpreted using general-purpose programs). It must be
clear how to compose new relations in terms of existing ones, and how in turn to apply
such compound relations in general, rather than have processing routines anticipate
every possible relation in advance.
In the next section, we will introduce an intermediate level of structuring-an epistemological foundation for representing concepts in semantic nets-that explicitly accounts
for the various operations assumed, about network notations but generally obscured by
the uniformity of the representation. Rather than force knowledge of the world directly
into a simplistic node-plus-link system, we will use a set of epistemological primitives
as a language in which the parts and features of concepts and instances can be specified
in a consistent and extensible way. In the section following, we will discuss a way to
represent how the parts go together, and a philosophical basis for concept-structuring.
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Describing potential (and actual) instances

As we noted earlier, most, if not all, implemented semantic networks purport to represent individuals of one sort or another. These entities include individual objects, particular
facts, and particular events. We discovered that it was implicit in the nature of a "concept" to embody "what it means" to be a member of some class of these entities-this
entailed the description of potential instances of the concept at the node that represented
the class. We also found that while the common methodology attempts to accomplish
this description with a group of "properties" at a concept node, it fails to separate the
descriptive and assertional nature of attribute links, and thus fails to provide a welldefined, consistent representation for "concepts". In this section we will evolve a mechanism for describing the potential instances of a concept, by making use of a small set of
primitive link types that explicitly separate value-describing and value-giving import.
These epistemologically primitive relations will be the only links in the network, and
conceptual relations will be clearly differentiated by virtue of their construction out of
the primitive relations.
3.1. BINARY RELATIONS FOR PROPERTY DESCRIPTION?

One attempt we might make to differentiate between the links used at concept nodes
to define properties and those used at instance nodes to instantiate properties might be
to create a primitive kind oflink called "HAS-AS-PART" (or "HAS-AS-PROPERTY").
Such a link could point from a concept node to a node that specified a class of legal
values for the property, such as in <ARCH HAS-AS-PART BRICK>. Unfortunately,
this leaves it unclear as to which part or property of the arch it is that we are talking
about. If bricks were always lintels, then we would have no problem, but arches can have
other associated parts which may be bricks (namely, their supports).
Perhaps, then, the HAS-AS-PART link should instead point to a relation, like
LINTEL. This would make the concept specification look like a traditional case frame
definition for a verbal concept, e.g.
<SELL HAS-AS-PART AGENT>
<SELL HAS-AS-PART OBJECT>
<SELL HAS-AS-PART RECIPIENT>

But in this case, we must believe that the class of values that can fill each role is fixed
by the role itself, e.g. that every AGENT is a PERSON. However, this leaves us with
an overly rigid notion of case-how could we expect to limit the possible fillers of a
general case like OBJECT or INSTRUMENT once and for all?
3.2. DATTRS FOR DEFINING ATTRIBUTES

It is clear that the definition of a part or attribute of a complex concept requires more
than a simple binary relationt. Let us then simply make explicit each of the aspects of
tNote that the standard <concept
attribute
class of values> triple attempts to include
both role (attribute) and value class information in a single binary link. However, as we have seen, this
is not a satisfactory notation, in that the net-processing routines must do something special to differentiate
between the meaning of "attribute" in the above and in <instance
attribute
particular value>
(see Woods, 1975, p. 70).
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the definition. First, there will be a primitive link-type-call it "DATTRS" ("define as
attributive parts")-that connects a concept node with a special kind of node that
embodies a description of an attribute or part. The special node-which we will refer
to as a "role description" node-will have associated with it one of each of several other
links, which taken together constitute the definition of a part of the concept (such a part
definition is relevant only within the context of the concept). These links include the
followingt. (1) VALUE/RESTRICTION, which points to a concept node. The concept
node indicated is to be interpreted as the definition of a class of values that the part or
attribute can take (remember the dual nature of concept nodes-they represent classes
as well as "what it means to be something"). For example, in Fig. 1t, we see a node
(COMMAND) which defines six criterial attributes for commands. The VALUE/
RESTRICTION link for the SIDE/EFFECTS DATTR (node X) points to EFFECT,
which is itself a concept. Any particular instance 'of EFFECT is therefore a legal filler
for the SIDE/EFFECTS slot of a particular command. (To indicate a set of possible
filler types, we can use multiple VALUE/RESTRICTION links, which will be interpreted
disjunctively-a legal filler for the slot is an instance of one of the members of the set
of possible types. Alternatively, we could create for the VALUE/RESTRICTION a
single concept node which explicitly expressed the disjunction.) (2) ROLE, which points
to the definition of a functional role. This link indicates the particular function that the
part being defined takes on in the concept as a whole. Its meaning is closely tied to the
interrelation between the DATTRS of the node-we will cover this notion of functionality
within a complex in more detail in section 4. There is never more than one ROLE link.
(3) NUMBER, which points to a predicate describing the number of these parts to be
expected in an instance. (Concepts can be further differentiated by determining more
exactly the nature of each DATTR defined by a node whose NUMBER is greater than
one-see section 4.5.1.2.) Multiple NUMBER links will indicate alternative cardinalities (e.g. "2,4, or 6"). (4) MODALITY (IMPORTANCE), which describes how criterial
the part is to the definition of the node. This notion has been elaborated on in other
work on networks (Carbonell & Collins, 1973; Becker, 1973), and will not be pursued
here. (5) DEFAULT, which points to a value to be used as the filler of the current
DATTR when none is specified in an instance.
Note that DATTRS provide a generalized case definition facility. Here, cases are
defined relative to the particular concepts of which they are DATTRS. However, it is
also possible to make use of generally defined functional roles. So, for instance, if the
idea of an AGENT is general to many different verbal concepts, this can be expressed
explicitly in the structure by having each concept's AGENT DATTR point to the general
ROLE definition. If, on the other hand, LINTEL is only meaningful in the context of
ARCH, the DATTR node for LINTEL in the ARCH concept will itself constitute the
tIt is not necessary that these be the only (or correct) ones-the idea ofthe DATTRS link to a descriptional node is what is important here.
~In this and following figures, these conventions apply. (1) The label in a concept node represents the
node's print-name. A label that is enclosed in parentheses indicates the derivation of the concept from
other concepts in the network (Woods calls this the "EGO", but see section 4 for an alternative explanation). (2) If no MODALITY link is specified, the corresponding DATTR is assumed to be necessary.
(3) If no NUMBER link is specified, the default is 1. (4) Values not enclosed in ellipses are intended to
be only suggestive, and should not be taken literally (the representation for ROLEs is a difficult and
interesting issue in itself, and here we use parentheses to indicate whatever structure it might take to
represent one of them).
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FIG. 1. A node for COMMAND.

definition of that role, and will not point to any more general definition. We will say
more about ROLEs as places in structural complexes in section 4.
3.3. INSTANCES

Now that we have explicitly broken out the definitions of parts at concept nodes, we need
to reevaluate the way that instances can be described. As mentioned earlier, we usually
find assertions about the properties of particular objects represented by attribute/value
pairs attached to nodes for those objects. Woods (1975, p. 53) states that attribute links
at an instance node essentially indicate "arbitrary relations" that exist between the
instance and certain values. But given the way we have broken apart the parts of a
concept, we see that this is not quite the case: the concept to which the instance node is
attached defines a set of criterial roles ("slots", "cases") that must be filled to make a
well-defined instance. So the attribute links that can appear at instances are contextually
determined, and are not so arbitrary.

FIG. 2. An "attribute/value" pair,

The representation of instances follows from that of concepts in a straightforward way·
Naturally, some link is first necessary to connect the instance to the concept which
yields its definition-this is the purpose of the INSTANCE/OF link w~ encountered
above. Next, for each DATTR (role description) of the concept, we need the requisite
number of values (role fillers) for the instance. An "attribute/value" pair is then represented as in Fig. 2. The INSTANTIATES link indicates the appropriate "attribute"
(EQUIPMENT) to which to bind the value (DC9), which is in turn indicated by the
VAL link. The ATTRS link constitutes the explicit statement of the assertion, "the
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EQUIPMENT of FLIGHT AL26 is a DC9". We will henceforth refer to nodes pointed
to by ATTRS links as "role instance" nodes.
Bearing in mind this explicit representation in terms of epistemologically primitive
relations, we can see that the most commonly used representation of an attribute of
an object is really an abbreviation (see Fig. 3).

(Q)

(b)

SIDE/EFFECTS

FIG. 3. Conceptual relations, "abbreviated".

In Fig. 3, (b) appears to be an abbreviation for the more complex structure exhibited
by (a). However, Woods (1975, pp. 69-70) has pointed out that this network notation
is also used to express the "constraints on the possible fillers for the arguments of the
[concept] predicate", thereby having "the same link names meaning different things
depending on the nodes which they are connected to". This common difficulty is resolved
when we explicitly distinguish between the two underlying epistemological operations.
In other words, we use the DATTRS and VALUE/RESTRICTION links to indicate
constraints on possible fillers (what might normally appear as <COMMAND SIDE/
EFFECTS EFFECT», and the ATTRS and VAL links to indicate particular fillers
(what might normally appear as (b». Thus, a mechanical procedure that operates on
network structure will not be confused by an ambiguous link name like "SIDE/
EFFECTS". (This is a good example of how we can better understand problems with
network notations by trying to make explicit the underlying operations that they are
expected to facilitate.)
A benefit of building a relation like SIDE/EFFECTS out of primitive links is that
we can similarly generate new relations to whatever extent we desire. What often appear
in standard nets as fixed link types are really roles that are defined relative to concepts.
The facility for building new roles in a simple, well-defined way allows the network to
acquire new conceptually meaningful relations.
3.4. IMPORT OF LINKS

With the explicit representation of parts and attributes we have separated out different
link types to embody different kinds of import. DATTRS links associate descriptions
with concepts, while ATTRS links assert the existence of particular values for particular
attributes of instances. ROLE, VALUE/RESTRICTION, etc. are simply definitionalthey merely indicate the parts of the description node. None of these links carries the
implicit predication that standard semantic net relations tend to have. Also, we can now
see the dual meaning of the INSTANCE/OF link more clearly-it has structure-passing
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import, in that it points to the node which constitutes the case frame definition for the
instance (more on this in section 4); and it also generally carries, implicitly, the assertion
that the instance exists.
3.5. SEPARATING ASSERTION AND DEFINITION

Before we move on to understanding how concepts can relate to each other, we can see
how to clear up another of the questions raised by Woods (1975, pp. 53-54). The problem
is that most often, different types of assertions about an individual are represented in an
identical manner. For instance,
JOHN
HEIGHT 6 FEET
HIT
MARY
really mixes two different notations together, since HEIGHT is an attribute of John,
while HIT expresses John's participation in an "arbitrary relation".
Assuming for now that an INSTANCE/OF link from JOHN to PERSON asserts
that John exists in the real world, attributes of John that are criterial to his being John
are covered by ATTRS nodes explicitly bound to DATTRS of PERSON. On the other
hand, John's contingent participation in other assertions is represented in a different
way, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

!HEIGHT)

(WEIGHT)

FIG. 4. Defining and contingent assertions.

Notice the similarity between the structures for the event, "John hits Mary", and the
object, "John". The event node is merely an instance of the verbal concept HIT, and
inherits its structure in the same way that instances of nominal concepts do (e.g. JOHN
from PERSON). However, while the node for "John" represents a thing in the world,
the node for "John hits Mary" represents a true proposition; we shall see in the next
section what makes so seemingly different kinds of entities so amenable to the same
representation.
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Intensional structure

If our net structures were intended to capture only the class membership and subset
relations, we might say that the representation was purely extensional-that two nodes
represented identical concepts if they both had the same memberst. But, as we have
seen, we invariably want these class nodes to represent "concepts", which are to capture
more than just class membership. Concepts require a mechanism for describing their
extensions (i.e. both existing and potential members of the sett), and thus are not
identical unless the descriptions that those concepts embody are the same. (That is, if
the properties of the potential instances of two concepts could be shown to be the same
through the logical structure of the network, we could predict that the extensions would
be equivalent in any possible world to which the descriptions were applied.) Thus, there
is a level at which we can determine and make use of the relationships between concepts
independent of the particular objects to which they apply. It is this intensional use of the
semantic network which should afford it so much expressive power. But how is the
notion of an intension to be captured in a network notation?
4.1. INTENSIONS AND CONCEPTS

First, what is an intension, and why might that notion be useful here? Much of the
philosophy of language has been dedicated to the attempt to formalize the intuitive idea
we expressed above about "what it means" to be something. Philosophers associate with
language expressions ("designators"§) two types of abstract entities-an extension, or
the members of a particular world designated by the expression, and an intension, an
abstraction of the properties of those individuals which acts in such a way as to select
from any possible world the set of individuals that are described by the language expression. For example, let us take the case of a predicate expression-an important kind
of natural language designator for representations that attempt to store "facts". Carnap
states that "the intension of a predicator (of degree one) is the corresponding property"
(1947, p. 19) (as opposed to the class of things that possess that property). Woods
characterizes the intension of RED this way (1975, p. 49): " ... an abstract entity which
in some sense characterizes what it means to be red, it is the notion of redness which may
or may not be true of a given object ..."; and more generally: "In many philosophical
theories the intension of a predicate is identified with an abstract function which applies
to possible worlds and assigns to any such world a set of extensional objects (e.g. the
intension of 'red' would assign to each possible world a set of red things)."
Thus, the intension of a predicator can be thought of as an abstract entity that somehow expresses what it means to satisfy the predicate, i.e. the abstract "property" itself.
Carnap extends this notion to define relations, functions, and individual concepts, which
he eventually classes (along with properties) under the term concept. Relations and
functions are the intensions of predicators of degree greater than one and functors,
t I.e. the extent of the universe of individuals covered by the concepts.
:j:This assumes that our semantic nets represent worlds whose concrete members are known and all
of whose description types are criteria!. We do not here treat the problem of incomplete description.
§"I propose to use the term 'designator' for all those expressions to which a semantical analysis of
meaning is applied ... Our method takes as designators at least sentences, predicators (i.e. predicate
expressions, in a wide sense, including class expressions), functors (Le. expressions for functions in the
narrower sense, excluding propositional functions), and individual expressions ..." (Carnap, 1947,
pp.6-7).
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respectively, and reflect the general use of those terms. Individual concepts are the
intensions of expressions that attempt to designate particular individuals in the world
of discourse. This latter category seems to include names as well as expressions built
from more general terms, prefaced by "the x such that ...".
Thinking back on the class/concept difference remarked upon in section 2, we find
that the initial confusion stems from a lack of appreciation of the intensional nature
of semantic net representations. There is a certain class of operations that we expect to
do on representations of knowledge that involve definitional connections between
concepts. For example, it is the intensional side of concept nodes that would allow a
program to determine what relationships were entailed by the assertion of a particular
relation, when to assert a relation given others, and how to assimilate (build in terms of
the others) new conceptual units. In short, how the definition of a conceptual entity is
derived from and related to all other conceptual entities is the key to making intelligent
use of the knoWledge embodied in the net. This is the kind of use Quillian originally
envisioned for his nets (in TLC, in particular), but was never able to realize. The formal
notion of intension is precisely what is needed to firm up our representations enough
to perform that kind of task.
While philosophy texts never really tell us what a primitive intension looks like,
semantic nets provide us an opportunity to examine a potential representation scheme
for intensional entities. Semantic network nodes are representations of the intensions of
natural language designators (namely, predicators, functors, and individual expressions)t.
4.2. WHAT HOLDS THINGS TOGETHER?

If we look at the constellation of links around a typical concept node as the intension

of a predicator, we can immediately apprehend the lack of a critical piece of information.
How do the properties and parts that describe a potential instance go together? Often
we see concept nodes with links that describe "arguments" to the predicate which the
concept expresses-for instance, a node for the concept of an ARCH will have what
amounts to a DATTR for its lintel and one for its supportst. But there is no procedure
or predicate "body" to express what makes these three things into an arch, rather than
a set of three bricks. (We note, for example, that a STACK of some objects is not the
same as a PILE of the very same objects.) It is how the parts and properties go togetherthe "Gestalt"-that is required to make the concept description complete.
What we are saying here is that a concept node cannot express "what it means" to
be an X (e.g. a TELEPHONE) by describing the parts and properties of potential
instances of X independent of one another. In our terms, more than DATTRS alone is
necessary to represent concepts.
Let us then define a new primitive link type called "STRUCTURAL/CONDITION",
through which we will describe an interrelation between the DATTRS of a concept.
This link may point from the concept node to a primitive procedure (d la Woods, 1968),
which can be applied to the arguments (DATTRS) of the predicate to determine the
tWoods (1975, p. 53) uses the EGO link to represent the intension of a node. What we are trying to
show here is how, in a well-defined net, the intension can be derived directly from the constellation of
links impinging on the node.
tThis is clearly illustrated by "case frame" representations of concepts. Knowing that we can have an
animate AGENT, an inanimate OBJECT, etc. juxtaposed gives us no clue to the actual process which
takes place between them.

HYDROGEN/BOMB
(FUEL)

ROLE

/----

~

(FUEL)

VALUE/
(
HYDROGEN)_ RESTRICTION

ROLE

(THING

~EXPLODED)
(SOURCE OF
~INTERNAL
PRESSURE)
(THING
FUSED)

_ ROLE

(SOURCE OF .. ROLE
PRESSURE)

r-----(FUEL)

FIG.

5. The structure of HYDROGEN/BOMB in terms of other concepts.
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applicability of the concept [this would be the case with a predicator like Red(X)]t.
On the other hand, this link may point to an instance of some other concept in the
system, in which case the instance would refer in the appropriate way to the DATTRS
of the conceptt. For example, the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION of a node for
HYDROGEN/BOMB might express the reaction that occurs between the elements of
the bomb in terms of concepts like EXPLODE, NUCLEAR/CHAIN/REACTION,
and FUSION, as in Fig. 5.
In this figure, we have a STRUCTURAL/CONDITION link from the node which
represents the BOMB itself to node E, which states that the bomb EXPLODEs by
virtue of the reaction specified by node F. Node F in turn expresses the fusion reaction
of the HYDROGEN part of the bomb as caused by the chain reaction represented by
node N. Note that these nodes constituting the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION (Le.
E, F, and N) look very much like instance nodes, except that what would be their
ATTRS (role instance) nodes can point to role descriptions of the enclosing concept.
I have intentionally left these and associated links unlabelled, as it is not yet clear what
their nature is. They point to the "insides" of concepts rather than to concepts themselves, and represent intensional ties between potential fillers of the roles.
There are three important observations to be made here. First, notice that there are
three different role description nodes in Fig. 5 which lay claim to the role, "FUEL".
While the HYDROGEN part of the bomb differs significantly from the FISSIONABLE/
MATERIAL part, it still seems natural to refer to each of these as a fuel. We can have
two FUELs (for a HYDROGEN/BOMB), but what happens to each is idiosyncratic,
depending on its physical nature. We do, however, have two natural ways to obtain
more detailed handles on the two roles. We could refer to a role as a conjunction of its
VALUE/RESTRICTION and its ROLE, as in "the HYDROGEN FUEL part of a
HYDROGEN/BOMB". On the other hand, the real functional roles of these two
DATTRS are expressed by their juxtaposition with other concepts in the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION, and we can use those concepts to further differentiate the FUEL
roles as "the FUSIONABLE FUEL part" and "the NUCLEAR-REA CTA BLE FUELpart".
The two idiosyncratic HYDROGEN/BOMB notions of FUEL are locally defined,
and are meaningful only in the context of that concept (as is the notion of FUEL for
NUCLEAR/CHAIN/REACTION). ROLE links to "FUEL" tie these locally defined
notions to a more general notion. However, looking at Fig. 6, we see that none of these
satisfies literally the more standard definition of FUEL, "a thing which is burned to
produce energy". Yet while these roles on the surface appear disparate, there is a strong
common sense between them. I believe that this may be somehow abstractable (rom
the STRUCTURAL/CONDITIONs, to create a more general definition for the role.
For example, BURN may be generalized to some energy-liberating process that would
allow inclusion of fissionable and fusionable substances as its FUEL. While I do not
as yet have a proposal on how this might be done, it does appear to be a fruitful research
area. (For now we will rely on the ROLE links to suggest the conjunction of the general
role description and the particular local variant.) The abstraction of the commonalities
between locally defined roles separates this notation from one which uses role names
merely as convenient names for slots.
tSuch a procedure implicitly determines the interrelation between the parts, and implicitly defines
the property.
tThis network structure explicitly determines the interrelation.
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FIG. 6. Basic definition of FUEL.

Third, since the "THING FUSED" part of node F (Fig. 5) points to a role description
node, it can make a statement about HYDROGEN in the context of HYDROGEN/
BOMB-had it pointed to the node for HYDROGEN itself, node F would have asserted
something about hydrogen in general, which is not the intent. This handle on the partin-context may be useful in representing relative clauses (see Brachman, in progress).
4.3. CONSEQUENCES OF INTENSIONAL STRUCTURE

There are two very important consequences of this way of structuring concepts. The
first lies in the fact that concepts really have intensional structure. There can be an
arbitrarily complex interrelatiol1 between the parts· of the concept. The place of each of
the parts within the interrelation constitutes its functional role. So there is a close relationship between the ROLE link we discussed earlier (i.e. the "case" of a particular element)
and the structured interrelation between the parts. Thus we see that a role like LINTEL
is a reference to a set of functional positions within a single structural complex (ARCH),
while a role like AGENT indicates places in' a much more widely applicable
STRUCTURAL/CONDITION. Our acknowledgement of the intensional nature of
concepts allows us to get hold of the meanings of cases (and shows us that there is not
simply a single small set of universal cases, but rather a potentially large number of
concept-specific cases that may appear similar in meaning).
Second, we have created a powerful way to define new concepts in terms of those
already known, primitive or otherwise. There is no need to insist on a fixed level of
detail in concept definition to be taken as "primitive" in all descriptions. Complex
concepts (like HYDROGEN/BOMB, for example) can be expressed in terms of a
small number of other high-level concepts rather than as extremely complex constellations of primitives. This type of representation facilitates the kind of "vague understanding" that we expect from humans: while most people do not appreciate the full
complexity of the workings of hydrogen bombs, they can express their own idiosyncratic
understanding of the concepts involved in terms of those that they know well. Most
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semantic network representation schemes would insist on a complete representation of
this kind of fuzzily-understood concept in terms of pre-defined knowledge primitives
[see Cercone's definition of WALK, for example (1975, p. 84)]. Using the
STRUCTURAL/CONDITION in the way we have suggested, we can represent any
of the different interpretations of a phrase like "hydrogen bomb" that we might
encounter, rather than only a single "correct" interpretation.
4.4. DERIVED INTENSIONS

Thus, one way to create new concepts in a semantic net is to integrate role descriptions
(DATTRS) through a STRUCTURAL/CONDITION built from previously learned
concepts. Another important source of new concepts in the network framework is the
derivation of "subconcepts" from the descriptions of very general concepts. Just as
the representational duty of a concept node is seen to be more than as a placeholder
for a class, a subconcept node is to express more than just an extensional subset. A node
for some subconcept X' of X is usually thought to express the definition of X' as "an
X which is ...", where " ..." stands for some restriction of the definition ofK. Unfortunately, the way to construct a node that expresses this "which is ..." qualification is
not always clear.
The lack of a well-defined subconcept mechanism in most semantic net notations
is a consequence of the same kind of confusion as the one we saw above with assertions
about instances. Only when we appreciate that a concept node represents an intension
can we see the need to separate links with assertional import from links with intensional
(or descriptional) import. That is, as Woods points out (1975, p. 59), a node that expresses
a modification of a general concept in the manner of
Nl2368
SUPERC TELEPHONE
MOD
BLACK
is ambiguous in intentf. The "MOD" link may carry the assertional import that our
ATTRS links have (and thus make the node mean "all [or some, depending on implicit
quantification] telephones are black"), or it may be definitional as DATTRS are (and
thus the node would represent the concept of a BLACK TELEPHONE). In addition,
the node could also be taken to represent telephone N12368, a particular telephone
which is black.
In order to make the representation of subconcepts well-defined, we need to specify
a modification mechanism that clearly differentiates between intensional modifications
and contingent assertions. We can extend directly the notation we have developed above
to handle restricted intensional definitions of concepts, since it provides explicit access
to the definitions ofthe parts of an object (the role description nodes) and the structuring
condition independent of the definition of the object as a whole.
4.5. TYPES OF MODIFICATION

4.5.1. Role-oriented modification

First, we look at how to derive subconcepts by manipulation of an individual role
description.
tThis is closely related to the problems with restrictive relative clause mechanisms also discussed by
Woods (pp. 60-65).
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4.5.1.1. Restriction. One type of modification we might make to create a new concept
is the restriction of a role description. For instance, we might be able to characterize
the FUNCTION of a particular class of commands as "PRINTING the CONTENTS
of MESSAGES" (in appropriate network notation), and we may wish to create a node
for a subclass of such printing commands whose function is "SUMMARIZING the
CONTENTS of MESSAGES", where SUMMARIZING is a subconcept ofPRINTI"NG.
Such a modification is accomplished by (1) creating a node to represent the subconcept,
(2) creating a node to be associated with the subconcept that. will correspond to the
role description node of the parent concept (and placing the appropriate modifications
at that node), (3) linking the new role modification node to the subconcept node by
some primitive link indicating intensional modification (call it "DMODS"), and (4)
associating the modification with its appropriate functional role by linking the role
modification node to the role description node of the parent, as shown in Fig. 7.
ROLE

r---I~(FUNCTlONI

(PRINTING THE
CONTENTS Of
MESSAGES)

. (SUMMARIZING
THE CONTENTS
OF MESSAGES)

Instances can be associated with such a concept in the same way as they could with
undifferentiated concepts. Role modification nodes inherit all information from the
role description nodes that they modify, except for the link that is explicitly overridden,
and act just as role description nodes do-they constitute descriptions of parts of potential instances, and can be further modified or instantiated.
The type of linkage introduced here makes explicit the intensional connection between
a concept and one ofits subconcepts. The part of the concept being restricted is explicitly
indicated by the MODIFIES link, rather than being implicitly referred to by a repetition
of a conceptual relation name. Such a detailed linkage, while more difficult to read than
a simple name repetition, avoids confusion and potential ambiguity (just as in the
INSTANCE case). Contingent .assertions about the class represented by the new node
(the extension) can be made with ATTRS links, which clearly indicate the assertional
rather than definitional import.
4.5.1.2. ROLE differentiation. Another interesting modification that one can make

to a general concept is the further specialization of a kind of part. For instance, a node
for COMMAND would indicate that commands take ARGUMENTS (see Fig. 1).
For commands in general, it may not be necessary (or possible) to specify the number and
type of these DATTRS. We would like, however, to be able to pin down for a particular
command group (some subset of COMMAND, such as PRINTING/COMMANDs)
the exact number and type of each argument to expect. That is, we would like a way to
differentiate the role of ARGUMENT. In the spirit of the above explicit representation,
we can create new DATTRS for the subconcept and relate them to the parent by primitive
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links, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The nodes indicated by the DIFFS links are just like role
description nodes, and provide the intensional basis for instances to be derived from
the PRINTING/COMMAND concept (see section 4.5.1.3). As a result, they, too,
have ROLEs associated. However, their meaning in part depends on the DATTRS
descriptions that they differentiate.

r----i~ (ARGUMENTS)

ROLE

(OBJECT)

ROLE

ROLE

(FORMAT)

(DESTINATION)

FIG. 8. Differentiated ROLEs.

4.5.1.3. Particularization. In some cases, a subconcept may fix for all further subnodes

one of the fillers of a role required by its parent. That is, a part of the description may
be instantiated as part of the definition of the new concept (rather than as an assertion
about the members of the class). This particularization (binding) can be accomplished
explicitly in a manner similar to those presented above: the attribute/value pair is
indicated by a special (role instance) node, which is connected to the attribute (role
description) of the parent concept and to the subconcept node itself by primitive links
(the link between subconcept and role instance nodes is called "DINSTS"). Such an
instantiation essentially produces a predicate of degree n-l from one of degree nt.
Figure 9 i!1ustrates how we might further specify the PRINTING/COMMAND concept
of Fig. 8 (here we use only two of the role descriptions created in that figure). The node
for LIST/COMMAND fixes the destination for all concepts to be found below it by
instantiating the DESTINATION role with the value LINE/PRINTER. Since the
DESTINATION of a LIST/COMMAND is thereby always specified, the node representing "LIST RECENT/MESSAGES" needs only account for the OBJECT role to
fully instantiate the defining concept. (Note that, while not indicated, LINE/PRINTER
is an instance of PRINTING/DEVICE and RECENT/MESSAGES is an instance of
SET/OF/MESSAGES.)
4.5.2. More global modifications
We will now discuss briefly two other important types of derivation of concepts from
existing concepts. These types deal more with the concept as a whole than with its
isolated parts.
tParticularizations (and some restrictions) are only permitted when the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION
indicates that a change to a DATTR can be made independent of all other DATTRS (for example, a
relation like BETWEEN would require the two extremity DATTRS to be instantiated simultaneously
in order that a particularization or relative, spatial restriction be well-defined).
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4.5.2.1. Modification of STRUCTURAL/CONDITION. In addition to altering the
description of an individual part, we might want to derive a new concept by redefining
how already specified parts interact. For example, consider the derivation of the concept
DIABETIC from the concept HUMAN/BEING. All of the parts are the same, Qut
the way that they work together is slightly different. An important relationship between
these two concepts would be lost if we were forced to define DIABETIC using only the
facilities mentioned above (we would somehow have to redefine all of the affected parts,
and indicate their new interrelation in its entirety).

INSTANTIATES

(LIST RECENT IMESSAGES)

FIG. 9. A particularized concept.

While the modifications we spoke of above (section 4.5.1) dealt with only the individual
role descriptionst, the obvious place for an explanation of a disorder like diabetes is in
the functional interrelation between those roles-that is, the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION. A systemic dysfunction could thus be represented by including a STRUCTURAL/
CONDITION addendum in the new concept, and within it referencing the relevant
parts of the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION of the parent node. That way, only the
appropriate parts of the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION may be altered, without
having to resort to a complete redefinitiont. While I have not as yet settled on the proper
mechanism for this kind of intensional derivation, it is clear that the explicit
STRUCTURAL/CONDITION provides the opportunity for a powerful definitional
mechanism.
4.5.2.2. Analogy. A very important kind of structure-specifying operation for a
knowledge-acquiring system is analogy§. Suppose, for instance, that we were to create

tIt should, however, be clear from the intent of the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION that the kinds
of modifications suggested in section 4.5.1 might not be possible in isolation-DATTRS are not necessarily independent.
tWe might alternatively merely add an addendum to the structuring condition that indicated that the
subject had to take insulin, if the level of description called for a non-physiological explanation. In this
case, the added section of STRUCTURAL/CONDITION would be considered to be conjoined with
the parent one, without overriding any of the previous structural information.
§The general ability to view something as something else ("Can a shoe be a hammer ?") is a critical
one for any system that attempts to use its current store of knowledge to interpret a new input. I have
dealt with this at length in an earlier paper (1975), and it is one of the motivating factors behind the KRL
language (Bobrow & Winograd, 1977). Recently, I have discovered (with the help of Rusty Bobrow)
that the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION can provide a great deal of guidance when trying out an analogy.
Once a role-value binding is made, the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION can be looked at for relationships that might exist between parts of the target structure, in a way that could lead to the making of
further bindings.
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a node for AUTOMOBILE, a subconcept of MOTOR/VEHICLE. While MOTOR/
VEHICLE might specify only a requirement of "at least two" WHEELS, AUTOMOBILE would differentiate this requirement into two steerable FRONT/WHEELS
and two powered REAR/WHEELS. Now, consider a natural definition for the concept
of an automobile with front-wheel drive. We most likely would not expect to redefine
the entire concept of AUTOMOBILE, substituting only FRONT/WHEELS for REAR/
WHEELS in the explanation of the automobile's powering. Instead we would prefer to
say, "just like AUTOMOBILE except powering applies to the front wheels, not the rear".
A simple way to express such an explicit analogy-plus-modification is to use a new
link type, called, say, "DBROTHERC", between the target node (e.g. AUTOMOBILE)
and the newly-defined node, and having only the modified features appear at the new
node. This link would be interpreted as passing all role definitions and the
STRUCTURAL/CONDITION from the target node to the new one, except where
explicitly modified (the powering explanation, for example, could be expressed at a role
description node-as a value restriction concept for "powered wheel"-or in the
STRUCTURAL/CONDITION-indicating that power is transmitted from the engine
through the drive train to the rear wheels). This is the same interpretation that we have
given to DSUPERC, except that nodes connected by DSUPERC are coextensive,
while those connected by DBROTHERC could reflect mutually exclusive classes.
DBROTHERC could be considered a shorthand which embodies the natural explanation, and which avoids the repetition of a complex structure at a node which has
virtually the same connection to its parent as its brother nodet.
4.6. PASSING STRUCTURE-THE DSUPERC LINK

Notice that the modification mechanism has necessitated the introduction of a new
primitive link type-DSUPERC (for "define as superconcept")-to express the conceptsubconcept relation. While we see links similar to this in many networks, it is rarely,
clear what their total import is. We here see that the purpose of the DSUPERC link is
to pass intensional structure. At first glance this appears to mean only that all properties
of a node at the head of a DSUPERC link are assumed to apply to the node at the tail
of the link-this "inheritance of properties" is one of the standard benefits of network
notations. However, there is additional meaning in the DSUPERC link-the internal
structure of the offspring node is defined by the DATTRS and STRUCTURAL/CONDITION of the parent. That is, the set of functional roles applicable to the parent
concept is passed on to the subconcept. Thus, any modification or instantiation is made
within a precisely defined context, and the functional role of the restriction within.
the complex is preserved.
Th~ DSUPERC link essentially imposes the case frame structure of a concept onto
a subconcept. This determines the kind of links we expect to see at the subconcept node,
and gives meaning to the "cases" found there. This intension-passing import is different
from that of any of the links we have encountered so far, with the exception
of INSTANCE/OF. In the INSTANCE/OF case, such import contradicts Woods'
statement"... the relationship between the node S13472 [an instance of SELLING] and
the concept of selling is not essentially different at this level from the relationship it has
tThe author is indebted to Greg Harris for the motivation and examples for this section (4.5.2), and
the idea of "DBROTHERC".
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to the other nodes which fill the cases" (1975, p. 58). We have found the superconcept
and instance links to have more than just the simple "structural import" cited by Woods;
instead, they completely govern what subsidiary nodes will look like.
4.7. INSTANCES AS INDIVIDUAL CONCEPTS

Much of the above discussion about subconcepts is reminiscent of our earlier treatment
of instances (section 3.3). The structure of the constellation of ATTRS links (and the
meaning of the ATTRS themselves) is defined by the parent concept node's DATTRS
and STRUCTURAL/CONDITION. In light of this similarity, we now know that we
should interpret the node for an instance as representing not just the individual referred
to, but an intensional description of that individual. For example, the node for John
tells us that John is the person who ... (where " ..." represents characteristics criterial
to being John). This interpretation follows closely Carnap's definition of an individual
concept, which is the intension of what he calls an "individual expression". Two types
of entities constitute individual expressions: (l) a designator of the form "the x such
that P(x)", where P is a predicator; and (2) the full expression of a functor, for example,
"3+4"-notice that an instantiated functor designates a single individual, the value of
the corresponding function. We can interpret the instance nodes that we have discussed
in this paper as intensions of the second type of individual expression, if we interpret
concepts as functions rather than predicates (see section 4.8). The node represents, in a
structured way, the value of the parent concept (function) applied to the role fillers, and
the INSTANCE link implies that the node purports to represent one and only one individual in the worldt.
Using the idea that instance nodes are primarily intensional descriptions ofindividuals,
we can now understand the source of the confusion illustrated at the end of section 3.
What many networks attempt to do is to use the instance node for both the intension
and the extension of an individual expression. Since links with different kinds of import
are generally not differentiated, <JOHN HIT MARY> is ambiguous between adding
to the intensional description-the concept JOHN-and asserting something about the
individual John. We may continue to use the same node for both-as we started earlier,
the INSTANCE link always implies an assertion of existence of the individual being
described-as long as we carefully separate intensional statements about the individual
concept and assertions about the individual to which the concept applies. Figure 4
illustrates how we can accomplish this (i.e. no assertionallinks from JOHN; the node
JOHN occurs in but does not contain assertions).
4.8. CONCEPTS AS FUNCTIONS

If we consider a concept node to be the representation of the intension of a predicator,
then we view its associated link complex in this way: each role description node represents a formal parameter, with constraints on the data type ofitems eventually bound
to the parameter; the structuring condition represents a set of relationships between
the formal parameters, possibly represented in terms of other concepts in the network
(in which case, those concepts would be interpreted as the intensions of predicators in
tNote that interpreting instances as individual concepts (i.e. intensional descriptions of individuals)
implies that the same individual might be represented by more than one instance node. This is not
usually acknowledged to be the case in standard networks, although it is embodied in the "perspectives"
of KRL (Bobrow & Winograd, 1977).
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the same way). In order to "apply" a predicative concept, we need to set up a correspondence between a set of values (actual parameters) and the formal parameters of
the concept. Once that is done,· the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION is used to check
whether the specified relationships exist between the actual parameters. If so, the instance
that represents the bindings is considered to exist (the proposition is true), and can be
represented as we have specified earliert. Such an instance node can be considered to
represent the abstract proposition that the relationships specified by the STRUCTURAL/
CONDITION of the parent node hold between the role fillers of the instance.
Notice, however, that while a concept like ARCH might well be considered a predicate
(i.e. "does the ARCH relationship hold ?"), it is very commonly interpreted as a function.
That is, when an ARCH relationship is found to hold between three bricks, we can
refer to the entity formed by their juxtaposition as an arch, and think of it as an entity
unto itself. In this view, the role descriptions of ARCH also represent formal parameters,
but the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION can be interpreted as a set of instructions for
constructing the arch. That is, the relationships expressed by the STRUCTURAL/
CONDITION are imperative-to make an ARCH, you make the relevant relationships
exist. In this interpretation, then, the instance node represents in a structured way (i.e.
the bindings are explicit) the particular concrete object. In other words, the relationships
expressed in the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION of the parent concept are known to
exist between the role fillers (just as in the predicate case), and the instance node stands
for the particular thing such that those relationships are true of its parts. The instance
node represents the value of the function, its constellation of links and nodes being an
intensional description of that individual.
4.9. USING INTENSIONAL STRUCTURE TO UNDERSTAND NETWORKS

As we have just illustrated, an appreciation of the intensional nature of nodes in a
semantic network can help us to understand the fundamental nature of the formalism.
Confusions about links impinging on nodes often arise from the failure to separate
intensional links from extensional ones; we have seen this at both the instance level
(<JOHN HIT MARY» and the subconcept level (<TELEPHONE MOD BLACK>).
In addition, we can use this view to understand the subtle differences between the
various kinds of concepts. Nodes for predicators of degree 1 represent "properties",
and have a single DATTR representing the argument to the predicate. The
STRUCTURAL/CONDITION is either a procedure which determines if the argument
has the property, or an instance of any other concept node (i.e. properties can be defined
in terms of other properties, or relationships between concepts, ala lambda abstraction).
Instances of properties [e.g. RED(ARCH1)] represent propositions (the intensions of
sentences), in the manner of Schubert (1976).
Nodes for predicators of degree > 1 represent "relations" between a number of
arguments (DATTRS). Their STRUCTURAL/CONDITIONs are either primitive
procedures which determine the applicability of the relation between the DATTRS,
or complexes built from other concepts. Instances of relations [e.g. BETWEEN(BOSTON
NEW/YORK PHILA)] also represent propositions. Lower order predicates can be
tIf instance nodes, by their presence in the network, imply that their referents exist, then some mechansm is needed to represent hypothetical entities. While I will not deal with that problem here, I suspect
that a link that acts like INSTANCE but does not carry the assertional import of existence would be
sufficient to represent an entity which was not known to exist.
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built from this kind of concept by instantiating some or all but one of the DATTRS,
if the STRUCTURAL/CONDITION permits (there may be dependencies that,prevent
partial instantiation).
The last section illustrated what nodes for individual expressions mean. Finally,
nodes for functors represent "functions" of some number of arguments. The critical
difference between this kind of node and a "relation" node is the interpretation of an
instance-nodes that are instances of functions represent inoividuals rather than propositions (recall the definition of an individual expression). This is one of the central
operations of the semantic network notation-the representation of individual structured
objects-yet its place is not clear until we appreciate the intensional nature of the
representation.

5.

Conclusions

This paper has dealt with some of the foundational issues of semantic network formalisms, as a theoretical preliminary to the construction of large nets of real-world information. In it, we have delved into some notational problems, and have found that there
is a need to examine the assumptions that network designers make in order to understand
why networks have failed to live up to their originator's expectations. The first thing
that we noticed was that many of the links used in semantic networks have hidden
import-while concept nodes look like they represent classes of objects, they are most
often expected to represent much more than that.
In order to reflect what is really going on underneath conceptually significant semantic
net links, network notations require a level of epistemological representation that
explicitly accounts for operations such as attribute-description, structure-passing, and
attribute/value-binding. Such a level can be embodied in a set of primitive link types,
on top of which concepts can be built in a well-specified, consistent, manner.
With this in mind, we have presented here a set of links that allows the specification
of a concept as a set of attribute definitions (role descriptions, or DATTRS) in conjunction with a structural interrelation between those attributes (STRUCTURAL/CONDITION). The "constellation" of links formed by the attribute definitions and structuring Gestalt is really a structure for the node. The notion of an "instance" of a concept
was then clarified: instance nodes represent both the individuals that they describe,
and descriptions of the individuals in terms of parent defining concepts. The link between
instance and concept thus provides the internal structure for the instance description.
We found the notion of an intension useful for understanding just what concept nodes
are all about. It became clear that some of the operations in the network scheme are
purely intensional, while others are not, and the two must be clearly separated, or
ambiguity results. We used the notion of intensional modification to show how new
concepts could be formed from existing ones (in several different ways), and reinterpreted
"instantiation" as an intensional operation much like the formation of a subconcept.
We also looked briefly at a way in which concept nodes could be usefully interpreted
as functions as well as predicates.
Hopefully, this investigation has provided some insight into the often-confused
nature of semantic network nodes. While we have not covered all of the philosophical
underpinnings, we have tried to exemplify a useful methodology for developing network
formalisms to represent "concepts". By analyzing in detail what it is that we want nodes
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to represent, and how we expect a set of links to represent it, we can get a much clearer
picture of what exactly concepts are. Using the foundation begun here, we are implementing a network of concepts that reflects the structure of a large and complex computer program (Hermes). Our hope is that the clarity provided by explicitly accounting
for the underlying "epistemological" operations of the knowledge representation will
give us the expressive power and extensibility that we have been seeking.
Many thanks to John S. Brown, Chip Bruce, Tom Cheatham, Austin Henderson, and Gwen
Orr for their technical help and moral support. In addition, many insightful comments made
by Greg Harris in reviewing this paper were incorporated into the text.
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